Major Canadian Producer Achieves Greenhouse Gas Compliance with Fisher™ i2P-100 Transducers

RESULTS

• Achieved natural gas savings of $103,000 CDN ($80,000 USD) per year with Fisher i2P-100 transducers

• Reduced reporting complexity to the Canadian government

APPLICATION
Upstream oil and gas production wells

CUSTOMER
Large oil and gas exploration company in Canada

CHALLENGE
Countries across the globe have implemented programs to encourage lower emission levels. In Canada, producers can earn carbon offset credits by developing projects that reduce emissions. At one major Canadian oil and gas producer’s remote, upstream production sites, quantity 443 pneumatic devices on wells were venting natural gas—and emissions—to the atmosphere as part of normal operation. The pneumatic devices were powered by natural gas because neither electricity nor compressed air was available.

The producer was looking for an effective solution to reduce the vented emissions from the pneumatic devices. They made the decision to voluntarily and proactively implement a “high-to-low bleed” gas instrument conversion program within their Canadian upstream oil and gas operating fields.

SOLUTION
Looking for a solution to reduce their emissions, they engaged Spartan Controls, the Emerson local business partner, along with an energy sustainability, to help develop a plan to replace or retrofit the 443 pneumatic devices.

The energy sustainability company and Spartan Controls looked at the producer’s equipment inventory, completed inventory studies, and proposed a plan that could help achieve sustainability goals—and do it cost effectively.

“"The producer implemented 443 low-bleed conversion/replacements while maintaining safe, reliable operations. In addition to reducing emissions, they saved money, fuel, and complied with regulations.”

Brian Van Vliet
Technical Specialist, Spartan Controls
Emerson has a reliable offering of Fisher electric and pneumatic products to help address regulatory compliance standards. Many Fisher pneumatic devices have been designed with a steady state exhaust rate of six standard cubic feet per hour (scfh) or less, without restricting high output or rangeability.

During six months of field work, 259 transducers were replaced with Emerson’s Fisher i2P-100 transducers, and 184 transducers received Fisher i2P-100 low-bleed retrofit kits. Natural gas fuel savings amounted to $103,000 CDN/year ($80,000 USD/year) based on a price of $2.60 CDN/gigajoule. The producer planned to continue with the “high-to-low bleed” gas instrument conversion program during the next calendar year to achieve:

- Greenhouse gas (GHG) reductions (global and Canadian business unit GHG reduction goals set)
- Fuel gas consumption reductions for additional sales
- Safety improvements (replacement of non-secondary seal devices with secondary seal devices - CSA code compliance [ANSI/ISA-12.27.01])

RESOURCES
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